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SPRING 2010 › MATD › 0385-NRG › 001

DEVEL. MATH THINKING CUSTOM MATD

0385

PIRNOT

Edition: 1ST 09
Publisher: PEARSON C

Select this Item

- New $35.55
- Used if available $26.65

DEVELOPING MATH THINKING

MARICOPA

Edition: CUSTOM
Publisher: CENGAGE C

Select this Item

- New $53.70
- Used if available $40.30

Textbook Prices Subject to Change

Textbook publishers periodically change their prices. We update our textbook pricing information, as needed, to ensure that we have the most accurate pricing possible. If there is a price change on a book you ordered, you will be charged accordingly. The invoice that accompanies your textbooks will reflect any pricing changes.

Used Books

Buy Used and save 25%! Ordering early helps you get the Used Books you want. If you request a Used Book and one is not available, we can process your order with a new textbook.

Required, Recommended, Buy Text Alone, or Bookstore Recommendations

Required books are those identified by the instructor as necessary to successfully complete the course. Recommended books are those identified by the instructor as relevant, yet optional, for the course. Buy Text Alone titles give you the option of purchasing either the bundled course materials or just the textbook. Bookstore Recommended are those titles identified by the bookstore team as supplemental or helpful materials for the course.

Contact your